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two key areas: non-evil necromancers who choose to 

worship Velsharoon instead of Azuth or Mystra, and 

progressive Thayan wizards of the Thayan Resurrection 

movement, who seek magic for its own sake rather than for 

the power to dominate others. She feels that these 

Velsharoonite and Thayan contacts would allow her people 

access to information otherwise blocked to them. 

 Most Guardians are practical enough to accept that 

ideology isn’t enough to convince opposing spellcasters to 

turn away from evil and destruction, so they study 

common techniques used by evil mages and practice 

magical strategies that block or counter those styles. When 

not seeking out and fighting evil spellcasters, they catalogue 

wild magic and dead magic areas, offering a small reward 

for tips that lead to the discovery of a new location not in 

their records. Their small library is expanding quickly in 

this specialized area, and they do what they can to mark 

these dangerous areas or repair them. Other Guardians 

explore ruins and unearth tombs looking for dangerous 

magic items and artifacts so they can be locked away, 

destroyed, or otherwise kept out of the hands of those who 

would use such things to do harm. 

 The Guardians of the Weave has outposts (usually a 

lieutenant’s home) in Silverymoon, Waterdeep, Baldur’s 

Gate, Neverwinter, Arabel, Shadowdale, Selgaunt 

(Sembia), Darromar (Tethyr), Heliogabalus (Damara), 

Velprintalar (Aglarond), Mulsantir (Rashemen), Alaghôn 

(Turmish), Cimbar (Chessenta), Skuld (Mulhorand), the 

Great Rift, Halagard (Halruaa), and Ylraphon (the South 

Moonsea region). When members convene, they usually 

hold small meetings at a local lieutenant’s house, though 

they have built a shrine outside Silverymoon that they 

consider the spiritual center of their organization; some 

have reported unusual beneficial magic effects near the 

shrine. Many members have never met each other. 

 The Guardians’ Foes. All organizations of evil mages are 

enemies of the Guardians, but a few are particularly hated. 

The Cult of the Dragon not only practices horrible forms of 

necromancy, it wishes to help evil dragons rule the world.  

The Red Wizards are mostly evil, most of them want to 

rule the world, and most of those who don’t are interested 

in using magic to corrupt and pervert other creatures. 

Though the Zhentarim has greatly changed in its 

operations and membership, the Guardians judge it based 

on its past activities, and well recall nefarious activities 

under the leadership of the archmagi Manshoon. Smaller 

local organizations seeking to control magic for their own 

ends or manipulate other spellcasters—such as Luskan’s 

Arcane Brotherhood or the Cloaks of Mulmaster—also 

receive special disdain and opposition.  

 Of course, there are many lone mages, or minor cabals of 

foul-minded spellcasters—and the Guardians have a much 

easier time dealing with them.  In the case of members of 

large groups such as the Cult of the Dragon, the Guardians 

are more cautious in their attacks, tracking their enemies 

until they can be dealt with in a way that doesn’t bring 

retaliation upon their own organization. 

 While this practice makes them unpopular with evil 

mages and users of the Shadow Weave, the Guardians 

have rarely been attacked despite their public availability. 

One reason is that any mage who would attack another 

without provocation normally brands himself as dangerous, 

and most evil mages aren’t willing to expose themselves to 

attack from public authorities without a very good reason. 

Another reason is the Guardians are known well enough to 

one another that an attack on one would bring an 

investigation and retaliation by others in the group.  Thus, 

like city guards, the Guardians have relative safety in 

numbers and the power of order on their side; aside from 

infrequent attacks by the unbalanced, they can move safely 

despite their stated opposition to evil and chaos. 

 The Guardians’ Allies. The group’s devotion to good has 

made it easy for the Guardians to make alliances with other 

organizations. The Harpers, the Lords’ Alliance, the Order 

of the Gauntlet, and various knighthoods and paladin 

orders have pledges of mutual assistance with the 

Guardians in times of need. Rumors in some high circles 

say that back before the Spellplague, the legendary Seven 

Sisters gave the group their blessing as well. 

 The Guardians have strong ties to the churches of Mystra, 

Azuth, and Selûne, and they maintain friendly relations 

with the followers of Deneir, Isis, Savras, Oghma, Thoth, 

and Gond. Their gnome members have built ties with the 

church of Baravar Cloakshadow, and their elf-blood 

members communicate with the churches of Corellon 

Larethian, Hanali Celanil, and Sehanine Moonbow. The 

church of Torm appreciates the Guardians’ aid in dealing 

with wild magic and dead magic areas, and for their 

particular efforts against the Zhentarim; Kelemvor’s church 

respects them for their opposition to dark necromancy. 

 Membership in the Guardians. A potential member has to 

show a love of magic, active opposition to evil, and 

integrity. The Guardians can’t afford to have warriors who 

flee in the face of wizardry, rogues who cower at the fi rst 

sign of a magical trap, or spellcasters who are content to let 

evil magic fl ourish as long as it doesn’t directly affect them. 

A current Guardian must recommend a potential member 

to a lieutenant, who gathers information on the person and, 

if seemingly suitable, arranges a meeting. If the meeting  

(which requires on-the spot castings of detect evil and zone of 

truth) goes well, the lieutenant petitions  for approval by the 

five senior members. 

 Most of the Guardians are active spellcasters, though a 

small number pursue other fields and only dabble in magic. 

Many worship Mystra or Azuth, and about a third of those 

are clerics. Spellcasting forms the backbone of the 

Guardians, though they hire trusted nonspellcaster friends 

to deal with other functions vital to keeping the group 

running. 

 Members are given a badge of office (a brooch, pin, or 

amulet shaped like a golden web stretched across a circle) 

but are not required to wear or display it. Each badge is 

marked on the back with a number to allow the members 

to track each other and (if necessary) identify a fallen or 

missing comrade by a found badge. Guardians can act 

alone or in groups, and there is no restriction against 

Guardians working with those outside the group (such as a 

member’s fellow adventurers). Like Harper pins, some 

Guardian badges are magic items. 

 The Guardians accept dues in the form of money or 

small magic items that can be used by agents. Dues are 

used to pay for research, informants, government permits, 

and damages to property done in the pursuit of their goals. 

Since most of the members are adventurers, the group is 
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Echoing Blow 
Abjuration cantrip  

Casting Time: 1 action  

Range: 30 feet  

Components: V, S 

Duration: 1 round 

As part of the action used to cast this spell, you must make 

an unarmed strike or weapon attack against one creature 

within range. On a hit, the target suffers the attack's 

normal effects, and if the target is concentrating on a spell 

when this attack hits, the attack deals an extra 1d6 thunder 

damage, which creates a loud noise that can be heard up to 

100 feet away. 

 In addition, until the start of your next turn, the next 

time the target you hit with this cantrip makes a 

Constitution saving throw to maintain concentration (such 

as against damage from this spell), it does so with 

disadvantage. 

 This spell's damage increases when you reach higher 

levels. At 5th level, the melee attack deals an extra 1d6 

thunder damage to the target, and the damage the target 

suffers if it is concentrating on a spell increases to 2d6. 

Both damage rolls increase by 1d6 at 11th level and 17th 

level. 

Frostwind blade 
Evocation cantrip  

Casting Time: 1 action  

Range: 5 feet  

Components: V, S, M (a melee weapon)  

Duration: 1 round 

As part of the action used to cast this spell, you must make 

a melee weapon attack against one creature within the 

spell's range, otherwise the spell fails. Your weapon leaves 

a frosty trail as it cuts through the air, striking a blow that 

inflict winter's wrath. On a hit, the target suffers the 

attack's normal effects, and the next time the target makes 

an attack roll until the end of your next turn, it must either 

accept disadvantage on the attack roll or take 1d10 cold 

damage and make the attack roll normally. A creature 

within 5 feet of you that takes cold damage from this 

cantrip reduces their speed by half until the end of your 

next turn.  

 This spell's damage increases when you reach higher 

levels. At 5th level, the melee attack deals an extra 1d10 

cold damage to the target, and the damage the target 

suffers for not taking disadvantage on their next attack 

increases to 2d10. Both damage rolls increase by 1d10 at 

11th level and 17th level.  

Looming Shadow 
Illusion cantrip  

Casting Time: 1 action  

Range: 60 feet  

Components: V, S, M (a ranged or thrown weapon) 

Duration: 1 round 

As part of the action used to cast this spell, you must make 

a thrown or ranged weapon attack against one creature 

within the spell's range; otherwise, the spell fails. If the 

weapon or ammunition hits the target, a shadowy 

duplicate of it appears, hanging in the air just short of 

where the original struck, and you choose one of your 

allies within 30 feet of the target. The first time the target 

attacks the chosen ally, forces the chosen ally to make a 

saving throw, or includes that ally in a harmful area of 

effect before the end of your next turn, the second weapon 

or piece of ammunition automatically strikes, inflicting 

1d10 psychic damage. 

 This spell's damage increases when you reach higher 

levels. At 5th level, the ranged attack deals an extra 1d10 

psychic damage to the target, and the damage the target 

suffers for acting against the chosen ally increases to 2d10. 

Both damage rolls increase by 1d10 at 11th level and 17th 

level. 

Punishing Strike 
Necromancy cantrip  

Casting Time: 1 action  

Range: 5 feet  

Components: V, S  

Duration: 1 round.  

As part of the action used to cast this spell, you must make 

an unarmed strike or melee weapon attack against one 

creature within the spell's range; otherwise the spell fails. 

On a hit, the target suffers the attack's normal effects. In 

addition, a black web of necrotic energy radiates across its 

skin from where it was struck until the start of your next 

turn. If the target willingly takes a reaction before then, it 

immediately takes 1d8 necrotic damage, and the spell ends. 

 This spell's damage increases when you reach higher 

levels. At 5th level, the melee attack deals an extra 1d8 

necrotic damage to the target, and the damage the target 

suffers for taking a reaction increases to 2d8.  Both damage 

rolls increase by 1d8 at 11th level and 17th level. 
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